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6 Schwarzschildblackholes

Up to this point we investigatedthe Schwarzschild spacetime outside the

Schwarzschild radius r 26M where the metric is

di fl harddt I 2h11 dr i da'esinodom

D

In these coordinates there is an apparentsingularity
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This is however a coordinate effect which can be avoidedby
switching to another set of Crd's Indeed for example
the quantity

pinksRugg 48GWHunt Hani ein

On the other hand

pinksRugg do as r 0

This is a Crd independent result and hence the spacetime

has a true singularity at r O



Extending the Schwarzschildsolution 1240

Let us attempt to construct coordinates in which the coordinate

singularity at r 26M is removed This task divides into several

steps

Slept
Consider radial null curves dt I

del291
t I f r 26M 26M dr
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Define r Cr r 26MInfra 1 6 1

Radial light rays correspond to r It

Now rewrite the metric in ft r crd's

since by definition
16.2 di fl 26ft dt 10 7 r'dei

dei di
C KIT

In these crd's

r 26M so that Lamarca wer as

wet co act as
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which is the same as 15.7 but with opposite signs for dr and

It Inside the Schwarzschild radius F r is the temporal ad

and I t spatial crd spacetime not static

At r 0 there is a true singularity and the curvature

Rays of the spacetime becomes infinity This is a

solution of GR but physically we expect that GR should

be modified close to r o byquantum gravityeffects so

that the singularity gets removed

Although you cannot come out from inside re 2am

black holes are still not entirely black If you investigate

the behaviour of quantum field theories in classical curved

spacetime gravity not quantized you find that the

presence of the event horizon leads to particle production

Schwarzschildblack holes emit black body radiation with the

temperature Tµ
g zµ

This is called Hawking radiation

Another this is that the supermassive BH's in thegalactic
centers are surroundedby accretion disks r 26M

where the matter falling into the BH's is moving at Vnc

The collisions of the URparticles lead to massive emission

of high energy photon and this radiation is seen The

radiation of accretion discs typically exceeds the emission

power of the rest of galaxy by orders of magnitudeto




